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West Island Woodlands Advisory Group
Mar. 8, 2001

Regional District boardroom, Port Alberni
Present:
Advisory Group Members:

√
√

Carlson, Herald
Avis, Rick

Forest Recreation McKay, Pat                           Independent Sawmills

Cootes Jr., Charlie Uchucklesaht √ McKay, Jack                           Logging Contractors

√ Edgell, Phil Watershed Committee √ Powell, Dan                         Provincial Government

√ Flynn, Shawn Small Woodlots √ Creighton, Jim                Small Business/ Chamber

Johnsen, Gary Toquaht Leachman, Greg                         Labour (Alternate)

Johnson, Larry Huu-ah-aht √ Swann, Gary                         Regional Government

√ Jones, Neil Education √ Wall, Chris                        Environment (Alternate)

√ Lem, Tawney Hupacasth R Thornburg, Jack                                   Environment

Jim Levis Bamfield                                                           Ucluelet  Band

√ Bob Redhead (Alt.) Parks Canada √ Trumper, Gillian                           City Government

Tourism √ Watts, David                                               Tseshaht

Resource/Other:
Steve Chambers  - Weyerhaueser Michelle Colussi - Facilitator
Neil Malbon - Weyerhaueser Ryan Dvorak – Recording Secretary
Guest – Peter Kofoed

1. Welcome and Introductions
Michelle Colussi facilitated this meeting. Everyone’s weekend was apparently quite eventful.
Welcome to new members Jim Creighton and Neil Jones.

2.  Approve Agenda
The following additions to the Agenda where made under Old Business.
! Further information regarding the workshop at Tigh-na-mara, March 29-30
! A report from recreation regarding information arising from the Feb 27, 2001 meeting
! A request for questions arising from the press release circulated at the start of the meeting
! A change to the Agenda, the stated presenter for the evening, Rhonda Morris will not be

giving the presentation, this will be handled by Dan Powell
A request was forwarded by Michelle to flip the Agenda and get directly into the presentation to
allow more time for the presentation and questions.
There where no objections to this suggestion.

3. Approve Minutes of Jan. 10, 2001 and Feb. 8, 2001
The minutes of the Jan. 10, 2001 and Feb. 8, 2001 meetings of the West Island Woodlands
Advisory Group where accepted under Old Business.
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4.    New Business
Prior to the beginning of the presentation the group was urged to focus on the outcomes of the
presentation and discussion. With the focus being on what the group thinks a sustainable harvest
level is, and the rationale for this determination. There was discussion around tying in Age Class
distributions to the AAC determination, and seeking to know if Weyerhaueser is harvesting
sustainably.

Dan Powell’s presentation on Annual Allowable Cut determination, the role of the
Chief Forester, and Long Term Harvest Levels. Dan is the manager of operations
for the Ministry of Forests. Copies of the overheads are available. It was further
mentioned that Rhonda Morris will no longer be involved in the West Island
Woodlands Advisory Group.

! The term Long Run Sustainable yeild (LRSY) will not be used, as the
Ministry prefers to focus on Long Term Harvest Levels (LTHL)

! LRSY – is considered as maximum growth, with no management regime
! LTHL – is LRSY with a specified management regime, such as green-up, age

class distributions, set-backs, etc.

a) Role of the Chief Forester
Background to Timber Supply Review (TSR) and AAC determinations

TSR – Purpose is to review the sustainability of harvest levels for every
Timber Supply Area (TSA) and TFL in the province every five years.
! The Chief Forester set the AAC levels based on current performance, not

on “what ifs”, this is a determination not a calculation.
! What the TSR is not about:

! Does not make recommendations on land use planning or forest
practices…(but must consider the implications of them)

! Does not allocate out (apportion) harvest volumes to the licenses in the
case of a TSA, this is the job of the Minister

! The Chief Forester must consider in his AAC Determination as per
Section 8 of the Forest Act:

- the rate of timber production that may be sustained on the area, taking into
account:

- the composition of the forest and its expected rate of growth in the area
- the expected time that it will take the forest to become re-established on

the area following denudation
- silviculture treatments to be applied to the area
- the stand of timber utilization and the allowance for the nature, production

capabilities and timber requirements of established and proposed timber
processing facilities

- the economic and social objectives of the government, as expressed by the
Minister, for the area, for the general region and for British Columbia
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- abnormal infestations in and devastation’s of, and major salvage programs
planned for, timber on the area

- decay, waste and breakage expected to be applied with respect to timber
harvesting in the area

- the constraints on the amount of timber produced from the area that
reasonably can be expected by use of the area for purposes other than
timber production

- any other information that, in the Chief Forester’s opinion, relates to the
capacity of the area to produce timber

- lastly, the short and long term implications to British Columbia of
alternative rates of timber harvesting from the area.

! Public involvement and comment are important in the TSR
! There are several opportunities for the public to get involved, including

attending public meetings and reviewing reports which the Chief Forester
considers in his AAC determination

b) Undertaking the Analysis
! Computer models are used to project timber supply over a 250 year period

based on:
- inventory information
- expected growth
- management practices
! The model is used to generate a base case forecast – a timber supply

forecast that illustrates the effect of current management practices on
timber supply

! The model also is used to evaluate the implications for timber supply
inherent in the uncertainty about the variables in the inventory information
and management assumptions – a sensitivity analysis

! The modeling or analysis is one of the many pieces of information that the
Chief Forester will consider when determining the AAC

c) Uncertainty is Acknowledged
! Rapid changes in social values and in our understanding of forest

ecosystems means that there is always some uncertainty with information
used in AAC determinations

! This uncertainty is addressed by redetermining AAC’s frequently (every
five years) and by examining sensitivity analyses, how timber supply
forecasts might change if key management assumptions change

d) Timber Supply Review
! The timber supply review program began in 1992 to regularly update

timber supply in each of the 37 timber supply areas (TSA’s) and 33 TFL’s
throughout the province
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! By law, in BC, allowable annual cuts for TSA’s and TFL’s must be
redetermined at least once every five years

e) Long Term Harvest Level
! The LTHL is the harvest level that can be sustained indefinitely given a

specified timber harvesting landbase (THLB) and a specified forest
management regime

! Long run sustainable yield (LRSY) is a theoretical estimate of the
maximum volume of wood that could be harvested from the THLB in
perpetuity, it is a measure of the maximum biological capacity of the
THLB

! The LTHL is always less than the theoretical LRSY which does not
consider non-timber values or other management objectives

! The estimate of the LTHL available from a specific land base is called the
“base case”

! The TSA should be evenly distributed as to age class, from plantation age
through to harvest age, with no mature (old-growth) component

! Eventually this strategy would allow harvest levels to be set in perpetuity
! The current mature component in TFL 44 will eventually be harvested,

and this act will result in “fall down”, where the AAC will be decreased to
the point of the Long Term Harvest Level

! There are currently 23 proposed options to deal with the issue of “fall
down”

! Harvest schedules indicate that mature volume will be depleted around
2060, at which point second growth will consist of the entire AAC
component

Discussion, Comments, Questions

! The issue of soil productivity was raised, specifically, whether the coastal
soil had the capability to maintain shorter rotations, and whether the
humus layer would be sustained

! The harvesting of the mature component was challenged, as to whether or
not it needed to be harvested until it was depleted, or whether through
longer rotations old-growth could actually be produced to maintain levels
of the mature component.

! The current age class distribution was examined to demonstrate that at the
time forecasted for reaching the LTHL the age class distribution will
support a sustainable harvest level

! It was noted that under this strategy the age class distribution will be
truncated at approximately 90 years, with very little timber between 90-
200 years of age.

! In response, it was indicated that the current inventory is five years out of
date, and that in any case, set-backs and management practices (eg.
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! Variable Retention, Wildlife Areas, etc.) will allow for a procession of the
age class distribution

! A comment was raised as to look at managing at least a part of the TFL
for 150 year rotations or more, to allow for a diversity of forest
management

! It was noted that the economic benefit must be considered as to harvest at
the optimum mean annual increment

! The European example was raised as to the impact on soil sustainability
due to quick timber rotations

! It was noted that due to logging and social practices in Europe that this
example may not be appropriate, and it was further noted that current
management practices in BC are being applied to leave coarse woody
debris on site to maintain soil integrity

! It was indicated that this issue would best be addressed by Hamish
Kimmins

! It was indicated that there should be alternatives for diverse forest
management practices with provincial crown land allocated

Comments and Suggestions:
! Geographic distributions in terms of Age Class Distribution is not

addressed
! Vol./hectare is not indicated and would demonstrate geographic

distribution
! Should view sustainability of a landscape basis
! Sustainability (sustainable forest management) has been defined, it is

not just maximizing (volume) of the harvest level, it also includes
maintaining ecosystem health

! There should be a strategy of retaining timber to an increasing age on
some % of the land base

! Harvesting in production area must maximize the harvest area
! Thinning may allow for increased growth rates
! The timber will respond to management practices providing feedback
! The group should talk about sustainable value production versus

sustainable volume
! The group was reminded that there are no absolute numbers, and that

criteria should be sensitive and sound in order to reflect sustainability
! The group was urged to challenge more than just the AAC
! Does the group want AAC levels, or the LTHL to be sustainable
! Is the Chief Forester subject to political ramifications
! Is there a difference in “fall down” between Hemlock vs. Douglas Fir,

with old-growth vs. second growth
! 
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! There was a suggestion that a topographic, geographic, and
biogeoclimatic map with an overlay of the age class distribution as
well as the cedar distribution would be very helpful as an informative
tool, Steve Chambers agreed to provide this for next meeting.

! Thanks to Dan Powell for his presentation, he indicated that he
would continue on as a the Ministry of Forests representative
in the West Island Woodlands Advisory Group

! Thanks to Peter Kofoed for his input

5. Old Business
! There was a motion to defer the membership discussion re: WIWAG

to the next meeting due to time constraints. There were no objections.
! The group was reminded about the conference at  the Tigh-Na-Mara,

March 29 –30, 2001, anyone attending should confirm as soon as
possible, and also indicate any food allergies.

! The Web-site is now operational at: http//members.home.net/wiwag
! The minutes will only be posted when approved by the Group
! Presentations will be posted
! A question was raised as to whether members wanted their names

posted on the site as contacts
! The A.V. Times has indicated that they would be willing to print, run

and/or write more articles about WIWAG
! Neil Malbon will set-up a woods tour for a Times reporter
! There was a question brought up regarding sending out a press release

re: the web-site. It was agreed that it would be best to review the site
for a month prior to sending out a press release

! The group was urged to make a presentation to City Council during the
televised portion of the meeting

! The Auditor will be attending the next meeting set for May 17th

! There were no comments on the Weyerhaeuser press release
! Rick and Herald made a brief presentation on the recreation and access

meeting held on Feb. 27, 2001, on issues surrounding concerns over
access, and are looking for increased public support. The minutes of
this meeting will be forwarded to WIWAG members.

! The minutes of the Jan. 10 and Feb. 8, 2001 meetings were accepted.

Handouts:
! Page #1 of WIWAG web-site
! Preliminary Agenda: Community Advisory Group Workshop

March 29-30, Tigh-Na-Mara Lodge, Parksville
! Weyerhaueser News Release re: Support For Treaty Process
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! Copy of a letter sent by Neil Malbon requesting copies of “Criteria and
Indicators of Sustainable Forest Management in Canada – National
Status 2000

! Re: presentation: - TFL Brochure
- Timber Harvesting Landbase, Arrowsmith TSA
- Steps in timber supply analysis to support AAC determination

6.   Next Meeting
                  May 17th, (Thursday) Location: Regional District Boardroom

3008 Fifth Ave.
Port Alberni

Time: 6:00 pm dinner
6:30 pm meeting 



Actions from the Mar. 8, 2001 WIW advisory group meeting

Action: Completion date Person Responsible
1. Prepare and geographic, topographic,

and biogeoclimatic map with age class
and cedar distributions

Next Meeting Steve

2. Approach Hamish Kimmins (?) to
speak to group

3. Prepare data on timber value and send
to Michelle

Next Meeting Peter Kofoed

4. Confirm attendance at conference ASAP All interested
5. Set-up woods tour for Times reporter ASAP Neil Malbon
6. Prepare Binders for new members ASAP Ryan or Neil
7. Book room for next meeting ASAP Michelle


